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Chave De Salomao
How to make a magic carpet, become invisible, and
find love are among the procedures detailed in this
famous book of prayers and instructions on
trafficking with the spirit world.
Who was the enigma the world knows as
Christopher Columbus . . . and why has his true
identity been covered up for centuries? When an
aged scholar is found mysteriously dead in his hotel
room, Thomas Noronha, expert cryptographer and
professor of history, is called upon to finish the man's
unresolved investigation. In the course of unraveling
the puzzles and cryptograms shrouding his late
predecessor's work, Thomas discovers a code that
will set him on a breathtaking race across the
globe—from Lisbon to Rio to New York and
Jerusalem—as he is drawn into one of the greatest
mysteries of all time, a shocking revelation that will
alter everything we've always believed about one of
the world's most celebrated adventurers.
Carefully Researched, This Powerful Teaching
Unlocks Solomon's 31 Secrets of Success. 9
Success Keys For Negotiation / 10 Qualities of
Uncommon Achievers / 7 Keys In Getting Along With
Others. This Book Can Remove Mental Blocks To
Your Success. The Perfect Gift! Also Available In
Spanish #SB-99 Los Secretos Del Hombre M s Rico
Que Ha Existido Also Available In Portuguese
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#PB-99 Os Segredos Do Homem Mais Rico do
Mundo
A história não relatada sobre o homem mais sábio
segundo as Escrituras Sagradas Judaico-Cristãs. O
Livro secreto do Rei Salomão [Sh'lomo], segundo 1
Reis 11:41, nos conta sobre outro livro acerca da
vida oculta do Rei Salomão chamado D'vrei
Ha'Sh'lomo (Atos de Salomão), que guarda sua
chave maior e chave menor. Porém, estas chaves
estão relatadas em detalhes, traduzidas do hebraico
através de outra obra chamada Chave de Salomão,
do Autor J. R. P. T.
Johan Weyer's Pseudomonarchia Dmonum first
appeared as an appendix to his 1563 work, De
Praestigiis Dmonum. This infamous catalogue of
Demons and Devils is a classic of Demonology
whose influence on the literature of grimoires and
black magic cannot be understated. Presented here
in this quaint edition is Reginald Scot's 1583 English
translation.
Are angels and demons real? What makes the New
Age the New Age? Does consciousness survive
death? Writing from the perspective of a practicing
ceremonial magician, one of America's most
knowledgeable and engaging authorities on Western
Hermeticism answers these questions and many
more with humor and personal anecdotes. Illustrated
and with color fold-out.
Magick is easier and safer than many people
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believe, and pathworking is a method that takes you
to the essence of power. There are many ways of
working with demons. The spirits of Goetia can bring
knowledge, manipulate reality, produce changes
within yourself, or attract conditions and events that
you desire. This is widely known. Demons are famed
for their speed, dignity, and willingness to cooperate
with you. What is less well known is that incredibly
simple pathworking rituals enable you to make easy
contact with these demons safely and reliably.
Advantages of The Pathworking Method - No difficult
words of power to learn or speak. - Nothing to burn,
collect, or make. - No sacrifice, reward, or offering is
required. - No sigils need to be drawn, and you only
need to look at the sigils in this book. - No angels or
divine names are used, which makes the magick feel
more reliable for some people. - The method
automatically creates the correct state of mind and
summons elemental energy. - Pathworking can be
performed in complete privacy. - The method is
extremely safe and easy to learn. You ask for
something, and you get it, without any backlash or
payment.You will never have to learn difficult
visualisation methods or train in demanding mental
techniques. Based on a system of Elemental
Imagery, this is a unique way to perform magick.
You ask for something, and you get it, without any
repercussion or payment. People say you never get
something for nothing. Here, you get something
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because you've performed magick and filled it with
your desire. That is enough to get the results you
seek, from love and lust, to cursing, influence,
illusion, and wealth.
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S. Capitol
building and a subsequent kidnapping lead Harvard
symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of mysterious
codes, secret locations, and hidden knowledge.
Segundo a lenda, a Clavícula de Salomão teve sua
origem durante a visita que um anjo fez a Salomão .
Durante essa visita , o anjo teria dado a Salomão todos
os tipos de conhecimento mágico (incluindo aqueles
necessários para controlar demônios), saiba que em
seus últimos dias de existência, Solomon compilado em
alguns livros para passar sobre a seu filho Roboão.
Infelizmente, um incêndio acabou com todos aqueles
livros, exceto dois: Salomão e Clavícula de
Salomão.*Invocação preliminar*A lenda do rei
Mago*Magia*evocação e invocação*Rituais*feitiços*os
Selos*Construção do circulo mágico *A importancia da
lua *Lua nos 12 signos *Espelho magico *QABALAH a
árvore da vida *o livro dos espíritos*horarios de
evocação *tabela planetaria *O haxagrama de Salomão
THE ordinary fields of psychological inquiry, largely in
possession of the pathologist, are fringed by a
borderland of occult and dubious experiment into which
pathologists may occasionally venture, but it is left for the
most part to unchartered explorers. Beyond these fields
and this borderland there lies the legendary wonderworld of Theurgy, so called, of Magic and Sorcery, a
world of fascination or terror, as the mind which regards
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it is tempered, but in either case the antithesis of
admitted possibility. There all paradoxes seem to obtain
actually, contradictions coexist logically, the effect is
greater than the cause and the shadow more than the
substance. Therein the visible melts into the unseen, the
invisible is manifested openly, motion from place to place
is accomplished without traversing the intervening
distance, matter passes through matter. There two
straight lines may enclose a space; space has a fourth
dimension, and untrodden fields beyond it; without
metaphor and without evasion, the circle is
mathematically squared. There life is prolonged, youth
renewed, physical immortality secured. There earth
becomes gold, and gold earth. There words and wishes
possess creative power, thoughts are things, desire
realises its object. There, also, the dead live and the
hierarchies of extra-mundane intelligence are within easy
communication, and become ministers orÊtormentors,
guides or destroyers, of man. There the Law of
Continuity is suspended by the interference of the higher
Law of Fantasia. But, unhappily, this domain of
enchantment is in all respects comparable to the gold of
Faerie, which is presumably its medium of exchange. It
cannot withstand daylight, the test of the human eye, or
the scale of reason. When these are applied, its paradox
becomes an anticlimax, its antithesis ludicrous; its
contradictions are without genius; its mathematical
marvels end in a verbal quibble; its elixirs fail even as
purges; its transmutations do not need exposure at the
assayer's hands; its marvel-working words prove
barbarous mutilations of dead languages, and are
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impotent from the moment that they are understood;
departed friends, and even planetary intelligences, must
not be seized by the skirts, for they are apt to desert their
draperies, and these are not like the mantle of Elijah.
The Magical Treatise of Solomon, or Hygromanteia is the
ultimate grimoire — the absolute foundation of ceremonial
magic. The true source of the Key of Solomon, it is
arguably the most significant magical text in the world.
For the first time ever, this extraordinary work has been
translated from the original Greek into English, allowing
magic scholars worldwide to finally access its treasures.
The translator, Ioannis Marathakis, is a native born
Greek academic with an extensive knowledge of
ceremonial magic. Unlike the abridged Latin translation,
this groundbreaking work is the complete text, now
arranged in its proper order.
Translated from a 17th century manuscript stored in
Paris, this is an ancient but still useful book of
popularized Christian magic. It is illustrated with intricate
sigils.
This volume represents the high-water mark of the
thought of Eliphas Levi. It may be regarded as written by
him as his Thesis for the Grade of Exempt Adept, just as
his "Ritual and Dogma" was his Thesis for the grade of a
Major Adept. He is, in fact, no longer talking of things as
if their sense was fixed and universal. He is beginning to
see something of the contradiction inherent in the nature
of things, or at any rate, he constantly illustrates the fact
that the planes are to be kept separate for practical
purposes, although in the final analysis they turn out to
be one. This, and the extraordinarily subtle and delicate
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irony of which Eliphas Levi is one of the greatest masters
that has ever lived, have baffled the pedantry and
stupidity of such commentators as Waite.
This remarkable grimoire was translated by S.L.M.
Mathers from a 15th century French mauscript. This text
has had a huge influence on modern ceremonial magic,
and has been cited as a primary influence on Aleister
Crowley. Abraham of Würzburg, a cabalist and scholar of
magic, describes a quest for the secret teachings which
culminated in Egypt, where he encountered the magician
Abramelin, who taught him his system in detail. The
procedure involves many months of purification, followed
by the invocation of good and evil spirits to accomplish
some very worldly goals, including acquisition of treasure
and love, travel through the air and under water, and
raising armies out of thin air. It also tells of raising the
dead, transforming ones appearance, becoming
invisible, and starting storms. The key to this is a set of
remarkable magic squares, sigils consisting of mystical
words which in most cases can be read in several
directions. Of course, these diagrams are said to have
no potency unless used in the appropriate ritual context
by an initiate. Mathers analyzed these words in an
extensive set of notes and gives possible derivations
from Hebrew, Greek and other languages.

An important goal in the study of Kabbalah is to use
one's knowledge to influence one's destiny. Firstly,
one has to realise what life is, what its meaning is,
why it is given to us, where it begins, and where it
ends. After pondering and meditating on the above
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questions, one has to relate all this to Kabbalah.
Kabbalah states that the Creator created all the
worlds simultaneously, including our world, and we
human beings have to use Kabbalah in our world,
the finite material world. In order to further advance
our understanding of the wisdom of Kabbalah, we
need to lift our mind's eye above the horizon of our
material world. Kabbalah clarifies our perception of
reality. What we see around us is subjective and
exists only in relation to ourselves. Our perception
depends on our organs of sensation: if they were
different, we would perceive another world around
us. This book provides the reader with a solid
foundation for understanding the role of Kabbalah in
our world. The contents was designed to allow
individuals all over the world to begin traversing the
initial stages of spiritual ascent toward the
apprehension of the upper realms.
O corpo de Frank Bellamy, o director de Tecnologia
da CIA, é descoberto no CERN, em Genebra, na
altura em que os cientistas procuram o bosão de
Higgs, também conhecido por Partícula de Deus.
Entre os dedos da vítima é encontrada uma
mensagem incriminatória.
A chave de Salomãoromance
Magickal Inspiration from the World’s Great
Traditions Join Melanie Marquis as she explores an
amazing assortment of magickal techniques
gathered from the annals of world folk magick.
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Discover traditional practices from Zulu herbal
medicine to the enchanted ovens of Polynesia; from
Germanic fertility dances to the love potions of
Papua New Guinea; from Greco-Roman bloodletting
ceremonies to Malay word charms . . . and many
more! Providing instructions on how to unite classic
beliefs with modern practice, A Witch’s World of
Magick uncovers the universal principles that
underlie decoy magick, curse breaking, potion
making, number magick, and an abundance of other
techniques. With these new perspectives on the
common threads that weave throughout our
magickal world, you will achieve higher levels of
insight and success. Praise: “An invaluable resource
for gleaning the many modes of magic that will be
useful to the new and experienced witch
alike.”—Orion Foxwood, author of The Tree of
Enchantment
Though the world’s wisest king, Solomon’s heart
was led astray by temptations of wealth, sex, and
power. And we face the same dangers today, though
the temptations may be different in degree and
detail. Author Philip Ryken writes, “In witnessing
Solomon’s moral triumphs and sinful failures we
learn how to live more wisely. By the grace of God,
we may avoid a tragic downfall of our own and learn
how to use money, sex, and power for the glory of
God.” Tracing Solomon’s life from coronation to
burial—and from godly devotion to self-serving
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excess—Ryken shows readers how to avoid similar
downfalls and seek God’s glory amid earthly
temptations. These thirteen chapters are pastoral,
rich in application, and biblically faithful. This
overview of Solomon’s life also includes a study
guide, making it a great resource for both personal
and group use.
Segundo a lenda, A Chave maior do Rei Salomão
apresenta nessa obra uma exposição clara e precisa
do reiProcedimento Secreto de Salomão, Seus
mistérios e ritos mágicos, Placas originais, selos,
encantos e talismãs.Traduzido dos manuscritos
antigos no museu britânico, Londres.* A árvore
Qliphothic * Magia Mesopotâmica* A construção do
círculo* A confissão a ser feita pelo Exorcista*
Oração e Conjurações* Pantáculo, Pentáculo,
Pentagrama e Pentalfa* CONJURAÇÃO MUITO
FORTE E PODEROSA* A ORDEM DOS
PENTACLES* FRAGMENTO ANTIGO DA CHAVE
DE SALOMÃO* Os 4 grandes Reis da Goétia* O
Testamento de Salomão* O ZODÍACO DE
DENDERA* Almadel* Os Punhais de cabo branco e
negro* O Espelho Negro* A INVOCAÇÃO
QABALÍSTICA DO SALOMÃO* Conduzido por
Eliphaz Lévi* Os alfabetos místicos* Da criação do
Selo de Deus
Compiled from original manuscripts and fragments in
the British Museum Library, Joseph Peterson's new
presentation is the most complete and accurate
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edition of this famous magical grimoire, "The Lesser
Key of Solomon the King." He goes to great length to
establish the provenance of each part, and possible
derivative works, including critical analyses of all
major variations, utilizing fresh translations of earlier
magical texts such as Johann Trithemius's
Steganographia, The Archidoxes of Magic by
Paracelsus, and newly discovered Hebrew
manuscripts of the original Key of Solomon.
Abundantly illustrated, Peterson includes
reproductions of the original magical circles, tools,
and seals of the spirits with variations of certain
drawings from various sources and notae missing
from earlier editions. Source list. Appendicies. Index.
An ancient secret society An ancient target: The
Vatican The lost tomb of Jesus--the King of Kings
And an ancient scroll that unlocks the secret of the
Goddess . CODIS-the FBI's Combined DNA Index
System-has found a match. A link between the past
and present. Between a royal bloodline and the
world's foremost terrorist. On the anniversary of their
downfall at the hands of the papacy, the Knights
Templar vow revenge. The ultimate spies and the
ultimate threat: Reunited lovers brought together by
fate, Italian-born OSI agent Nick Rossi and beautiful
Mossad agent, Josie Schulman, battle an al-Qaeda
orchestrated wave of terrorist attacks directed
against Rome, the Vatican, and the newly elected
Pope. But the investigation means plunging into
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Rossi's own past and into the arms of Bast, the
alluring stranger, who may be his downfall. The
ultimate secret: Beneath the Dome of the Rock, in
Solomon's Temple, an ancient scroll is found. It
unlocks the Holy See's brutally suppressed truth
concerning the divine feminine, Mary Magdalene's
true identify and role-and the location of history's
most important tomb. The ultimate deception: As
world leaders converge on Rome for the Pope's
funeral, Rossi and Josie race against time and follow
a cryptic trail of symbols hidden within German
Renaissance paintings: the keys to a mystery that
points to a secret Masonic nexus of power, the
secrets of the Widow's Son. What would you do for
love? What would you do for honor and country?
Two strong-willed women find themselves at
opposing sides of a struggle for power. Josie a
Mossad agent, who is battle weary and disillusioned,
and the other-Bast a notorious al-Qaeda operative.
But they share three things incommon: they seek
revenge for the murder of family members, and they
both seek love and meaning in their lonesome
existence. The third thing they share is the affection
of the same man. The man is Nick Rossi intelligence
operative stationed in Rome. Rossi seeks the advice
of his uncle Professor Giovanni, a man versed in
history and the schemes of secret societies.
Together they must solve a riddle, clues left by a
Masonic Nexus that has infiltrated the Vatican. Rossi
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knows that his uncle's and even the Pope's life
depends upon his actions. And time is running out.
Behind the veil of enigma lies the Eschatology
Institute, a New Age pop culture Church, complete
with Hollywood celebrity spokespersons, secret
oaths, and dark agendas. Its leader is on a mad
power trip and will kill anyone who stands in his way.
And his sights are set on the Vatican.
"Um pacto de riqueza que possibilite a melhoria da
vida financeira de uma pessoa, desligando-a das
amarras da pobreza é um sonho possível a qualquer
um. Não importa se você está querendo com o
Pacto ficar muito mais rico do que já está, garantir
ou consolidar o que já conseguiu, ou melhorar seu
bem-estar e o de sua família, fugindo da escassez
do reconhecimento profissional, social e
financeiro."Este Pacto de Magia Branca, adicionado
ao Ritual de Sorte, de Salomão, o Rei de Israel é a
solução para muitos, contrapondo-se aos Pactos
com o Diabo. Nesta obra - O verdadeiro Pacto da
Riqueza e da Sorte de Salomão, o Rei de Israel não há venda nem entrega de sua alma a ninguém,
fazendo você tornar-se benquisto e protegido pelas
Forças do Universo." - Mago Alex Krowlee.Esta obra
foi traduzida dos escritos apócrifos atribuídos ao Rei
Salomão - também autor de Lemegeton, As chaves
do Rei Salomão e Grimorium Verum.
===epub format=== . The Tempest Stele of Ahmose
I contains a quotation from the biblical account of the
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plagues. This again demonstrates that the Israelite
leaders were the Hyksos pharaohs of Lower Egypt,
and so the biblical Jacob was probably the Hyksos
pharaoh Jacoba. This earlier date for the exodus
means that the biblical plagues were probably a real
event, caused by the island of Thera (Santorini)
exploding; and the fallout from this natural
catastrophe caused a historically documented civil
war and great exodus of the Hyksos-Israelite people
from Egypt. However, if these links between
Egyptian and Israelite history are true, then it is
possible that Mt Sinai was actually the Israelite name
for the Great Pyramid of Giza. The sacred mountain
of the Jews was actually a pyramid. Sequel to
"Jesus, Last of the Pharaohs". Followed by
"Solomon, Pharaoh of Egypt", and "Eden in Egypt".
L
Want to learn more about moon spells, phases of the
moon, Wiccan spells and other aspects of Wiccan
religion? Moon Spell Magic is intended to be a
practical and inspirational handbook to making
magic from spells for each day of the week: rituals
for romance seasonal sacred energy altars secrets
for money magic and, everything in between The
wisdom of Wiccan religion: Moon Spells Magic
contains an abundance of folk wisdom as well as
many modern pagan practices that will help you
learn the necessary lore and background information
for creating the life of your dreams. Rituals and
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incantations can lead to great personal growth.
Witches are the among the most devoted spiritual
seekers. This book can be an important tool for
gaining a deep grounding in magical
correspondences, astrological associations, and the
myths behind the magic. Whether you are looking to
conjure up a supernatural Saturday for your coven or
rid your home of negative energy and blocks to
happiness, this numinous guide can help you turn
your home into a personal pagan power center and
have fun in the process. The moon has enormous
power and celestial energy; by harnessing that, you
can improve your life every day with the spells in this
book. What You’ll Learn Inside This Book: Features
over 100 recipes for spells ranging from the
everyday to special occasions and high holidays
Something for every reader, from beginner level to
advance students of the craft Contains many ritual
resources with lunar lore, astronomical and color
correspondences, plant associations, god and
goddess invocations, elemental aspects for creating
personal spells New takes on the basics such as
spells for love, money and luck as well as many
pagan practices for a modern lifestyle A fun read that
is grounded in scholarship for a fresh approach to
spellwork as well as invocations and rituals for
wealth, health and happiness A “personal super
moon” section detailing your luckiest days of the
year and the best time for working, romance,
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prosperity and when you can access you “Lunar
Super Powers”
Princeton, New Jersey, 1951: As a CIA operative
watches from the shadows, two old men—Israeli
prime minister David Ben-Gurion and worldrenowned scientist Albert Einstein—enter Einstein’s
home to speak privately about nuclear weapons and
the existence of God. Present Day Cairo, Egypt:
Over lunch in the Muslim quarter, world-famous
cryptanalyst Thomas Noronha is hired by a beautiful
dark-haired woman, Ariana Pakravan, to decipher a
cryptogram hidden in a recently discovered secret
document under heavy security in Tehran. A
manuscript penned by Albert Einstein, it is titled Die
Gottesformel: The God Formula. So begins a
remarkable adventure that spans the world, as
Thomas and Ariana pursue the dangerous truth
behind an incredible document. The Einstein Enigma
is a breathtaking fusion of science, thriller, and
religion, a mind-bending trip to the source of time,
the essence of the universe, and the meaning of life
itself.
The Kabbalist Rabbi Laitman, who was the student
and personal assistant to Rabbi Baruch Ashlag from
1979-1991, follows in the footsteps of his rabbi in
passing on the wisdom of Kabbalah to the world.
This book is based on sources that were passed
down by Rabbi Baruch's father, Rabbi Yehuda
Ashlag (Baal HaSulam), the author of 'the Sulam',
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the commentaries on The Book of Zohar, who
continued the ways of the Ari and Rabbi Shimon Bar
Yochai and many great Kabbalists throughout the
generations before them. The goal of this book is to
assist individuals in confronting the first stages of the
spiritual realm. This unique method of study, which
encourages sharing this wisdom with others, not only
helps overcome the trials and tribulations of
everyday life, but initiates a process in which
individuals extend themselves beyond the standard
limitations of today's world.
Increase your power, improve your spellcasting, and
reclaim the spark of excitement you felt when you
took those very first steps down your magickal path.
The first book of its kind to offer solitary eclectics a
solution to the problem of dull or ineffective magick,
The Witch's Bag of Tricks will help practicing
Witches boost creativity, improve abilities, and cast
powerful spells that work. Whether your rituals have
become rote or your spells just aren't working, you
don't have to settle for magickal mediocrity!
Designed for the experienced eclectic practitioner,
this guidebook offers advanced spellcasting
techniques and practical hands-on exercises for
personalized magickal development. You'll gain the
skills and knowledge you need to custom-design
your own spells and advance your mystical
development. Breathe fresh life into your practice
and take your magickal skills further than ever with
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The Witch's Bag of Tricks. Praise: "Full of useful
information, thoughtful questions to ponder, and
clever suggestions for how to put the zip back in
your magickal life. Belongs on the shelf of every
practicing Witch.—Deborah Blake, author of Everyday
Witch A to Z Spellbook
The massive success of Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code
has readers eagerly awaiting his next novel, The
Solomon Key. Using clues left by Brown in interviews, on
his website, and on the cover of The Da Vinci Code,
Greg Taylor takes you on an unprecedented tour of the
new book before it is even released. The Guide to Dan
Brown's The Solomon Key explores the topics likely to
be included in Brown's next novel - including the hidden
history of Washington, D.C., Freemasonry, and even the
Ku Klux Klan - to give you a better understanding of the
concepts behind the book. With no spoilers, this is the
essential primer for The Solomon Key. Book jacket.
"The Goetia: The Lesser Key of Solomon", also known
as the "Clavicula Salomonis Regis", or "Lemegeton", is a
centuries old spell book or grimoire. The exact source of
the work is anonymous and compilations of older texts
began appearing in the 16th and 17th centuries. In 1904,
famed English occultists Aleister Crowley and Samuel
Liddell MacGregor Mathers translated these older texts
and published them in English. This grimoire is
concerned primarily with summoning demons and
contains the names, symbols, and spells for 72 distinct
demon spirits. Crowley and Mathers painstakingly and
meticulously researched the seals, charts, and sigils for
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the demons, making their edition of this ancient text one
of the most complete and detailed. Descriptions of the
spells and rites necessary for the invocation of these
demon spirits is included along with definitions and
explanations for many of the unfamiliar terms found
throughout the text. This edition of "The Goetia: The
Lesser Key of Solomon" remains an essential addition to
the library of anyone interested in ancient and Western
occult practices. This edition is printed on premium acidfree paper.
This edition of the Testament of Solomon is a complete
and accurate reprint of the original translation of ancient
manuscripts by F.C. Conybeare first printed in 1898. It
contains all Conybeare's original notes and commentary,
including the Greek characters he footnoted for the
reader's consideration. Beware of other editions of this
work that do not contain all the original text. The
Testament of Solomon is a pseudepigraphical work
attributed to King Solomon the Wise of the Old
Testament. Written in the first-person narrative, the book
tells the story of the creation of the magical ring of King
Solomon and how Solomon's ring was used to bind and
control demons, including Beelzebub. In this book of
King Solomon, the discourses between the King and the
various spirits are told, and the story shows how
Solomon uses his wisdom to withstand the demons'
tricks and guile and enlist their aid in the building of his
temple. The spells and seals of Solomon used by the
King to bind the spirits are detailed, which makes this
work a book of Solomon's magic, similar in nature to the
Lesser Key of Solomon the King and the Greater Key of
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Solomon the King, which both are King Solomon books
of magic and contain various talismans of Solomon,
including the secret seal of Solomon. The manuscripts
from which this work was discovered date from the 15th,
16th, and 17th centuries. All were written in Greek. This
dating makes most experts believe that the work is
medieval. But some scholars, including D.C. Duling,
argue that it is likely that the work comes from the 5th or
6th centuries. The various manuscripts used to source
the work all date to medieval times, but the text itself, as
well as references to other works, indicate the Testament
is much older. For example, in the Dialogue of Timothy
and Aquila, there is a direct reference to the Testament
of Solomon. The Dialogue purports to have been written
during the Archbishopric of Cyril in 444 C.E., and
therefore, its reference would date the Testament before
that time. Similarly, in the early 4th century Gnostic text
On the Origin of the World, references to the book of
Solomon and his 49 demons are made. No matter the
date, the text provides an immensely interesting
description of how King Solomon tamed various demons
to build his temple. The text includes predictions of the
coming of Christ, as one demon explains to Solomon
that while he may be bound, the only thing that can truly
take his power away is the man born from a virgin who
will be crucified by the Jews.
Lost for centuries, the Kebra Nagast (The Glory of Kings)
is a truly majestic unveiling of ancient secrets. These
pages were excised by royal decree from the authorized
1611 King James version of the Bible. Originally
recorded in the ancient Ethiopian language (Ge'ez) by
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anonymous scribes, The Red Sea Press, Inc. and
Kingston Publishers now bring you a complete, accurate
modern English translation of this long suppressed
account. Here is the most startling and fascinating
revelation of hidden truths; not only revealing the present
location of the Ark of the Covenant, but also explaining
fully many of the puzzling questions on Biblical topics
which have remained unanswered up to today.
Quite simply the most popular of all Medieval grimoires
devoted to the evocation and control of spirits. This
edition is claimed to be compiled from manuscript copies
in the British Museum and contains a great many spirit
sigils.
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